
Kamal’s TEDx Talk

Kamal Sarma has a deep insight into people and 

organisations, in large part, due to his unique 

personal and corporate experience.  Kamal spent 

6 years living as a monk in a desert monastery and 

returned to Australia to build a successful corporate 

career. Today Kamal focuses on helping people master 

the art of human connection through navigating complex 

and critical conversations, developing resilience, navigating 

change and transforming cultures.  

A fascinating blend of east and west Kamal is well suited to any audience.  He has been that 

busy executive, so understands their mindset and challenges, yet also understands people 

at a deep level through his monastic training.  Kamal has held senior executive positions in 

organizations, including McKinsey & Company, Eli Lilly and AMP Capital Investors. He has also 

been the co-founder of two venture capital businesses in the IT and biotech sectors. Kamal 

currently is a Chairman for Amicus Digital and the founder and CEO of a his strategic Leadership

firm, Rezilium.  For the past 17 years Kamal and team have been helping top companies 

within Australia and Globally.   

KAMAL IS THE AUTHOR OF 3 INTERNATIONAL BOOKS:
The best seller “Mental Resilience – the Power of Clarity”, 

“The Leadership Leap -UN learning how to lead” and 

his latest “WinWin Conversations”.  He has conducted 

programs for a number of top-tier organisations, such 

as Google, Facebook, Bank of New York Mellon, Reserve as Google, Facebook, Bank of New York Mellon, Reserve 

Bank of Australia, PwC, Ernst and Young, Westpac, Bank of Australia, PwC, Ernst and Young, Westpac, 

Commonwealth Bank and ING Global. Outside of his Commonwealth Bank and ING Global. Outside of his 

corporate work Kamal was recognised internationally corporate work Kamal was recognised internationally 

for his peace work between the Chinese and Tibetans for his peace work between the Chinese and Tibetans 

and is the Chairman of the RUOK Think Tank.and is the Chairman of the RUOK Think Tank.

All programs are 

customised to the client 

and industry to help 

them master the art of 

human connection and 

deliver superior results. 

Specialty areas include:

Resilience

Change Culture

Communication

Human Connection

Leadership (of team 

and self)

KAMAL SARMA BIOKAMAL SARMA BIO

https://www.ted.com/talks/kamal_sarma_what_monks_and_nuns_can_teach_you_about_saving_yourself_and_the_world


In this ever changing world we need to develop better ways to connect, communicate 

and collaborate. We exist in an age where new exponential technologies are transforming

how we live, work and play. Undeniably the evolution of digital technologies is mind-

blowing, yet counterintuitively, the fundamental shift is in human connection.  

Today's dynamic landscape requires us to cultivate and exercise human connection Today's dynamic landscape requires us to cultivate and exercise human connection 

as a skill and a mindset. Neuroscientists, Psychologists, Anthropologists and Researchersas a skill and a mindset. Neuroscientists, Psychologists, Anthropologists and Researchers

agree we are hard wired to connect. So then why are we never taught one of the most agree we are hard wired to connect. So then why are we never taught one of the most 

important skills? How to connect with ourselves and one another.important skills? How to connect with ourselves and one another.

We can have the best business structure, strategy 

and technology, but if our people are not able 

to connect with leaders, teams, clients and 

customers how successful can we truly be? 

Teams who understand and implement the skills 

of connection are primed to gain a competitive 

advantage and thrive. If we put people first they 

will build deep and sustainable relationships 

and experience a higher level of satisfaction 

and performance.

AUDIENCES WILL WALK AWAY FROM THIS PRESENTATION WITH A TOOL KIT FOR 

HUMAN CONNECTION DESIGNED TO FUTURE-PROOF INDIVIDUALS, TEAMS, CLIENTS 

AND RELATIONSHIPS. BY EXPLORING:

A framework for future human connection. The mindset, toolsets and skill 

sets to apply

How to have conversations that drive connection at a every team and client level

How to deepen relationships and improve results

The areas where connection can break down and how to rebuild it

Connection for today's Digital, Analogue and Hybrid world

This presentation is designed to be customised as a keynote and/or workshop to your 

industry, leaders, managers and teams.

THE FUTURE OF HUMAN CONNECTIONTHE FUTURE OF HUMAN CONNECTION



In a world of complexity, change and disruption your ability to communicate on a deeper 

level is vital. By learning to navigate challenging conversations with clarity and confidence 

we help ourselves and others to thrive.  WinWin Conversations is designed to deliver a 

competitive advantage because those who can develop deeper relationships and results 

have the capacity to perform and grow. 

In an era of short attention spans and digital communication we need an innovative step 

away from the usual business communication teachings.   WinWin focuses on human 

connection and transforming relationships to elevate every aspect of your work and life.  

WinWin will teach you how to become agile in yourthinking 

and establish practical new ways of communicating.

Every single industry and individual can apply the principles 

of WinWin to improve their communication, connection 

and engagement.  Teams who have adopted WinWin have 

experienced an upward shift in performance.  We have 

seen cultures, results and relationships transformed when 

people understand and apply the unique principals of 

WinWin conversations.

IN THIS PRESENTATION KAMAL EXPLORES:

What is a WinWin Conversation

How to build a culture of WinWin

The 7 Principals of WinWin Conversations

How to transform existing and build new relationships

How implementing WinWin can improve results

This presentation is designed to be customised as a keynote and/or workshop to your 

industry, leaders, managers and teams

WIN WIN CONVERSATIONS - WIN WIN CONVERSATIONS - How How 
to have Challenging Conversations to have Challenging Conversations 
with Clarity and Confidencewith Clarity and Confidence



There have been fundamental changes in the world related to technology, generations 

and our attitudes to work.  As a result our expectations around Leadership have shifted. 

Strong leadership of self and of your organisation is imperative for the future of work 

and business. It is essential that leaders optimise their energy, time and skills.  To 

achieve this we need an integrated and principled approach to a model of leadership 

that will enhance your career, business and life.  

Leadership is an ongoing challenge globally and presents limitless opportunities for 

growth. This has become even more apparent in the last few years.  The good news is 

this provides us with an opportunity to create a more responsive leadership model.  

Part of this evolution requires us to un-learn old models of leadership 

and to apply more effective principles. 

To become a leader that inspires followership and 

performance we need to learn and adapt the right 

mindset, toolset and skill sets.  Kamal has identified 

7 essential principals and suggests that un-learning 

these will positively impact your people and your 

leadership journey.

THE LEADERSHIP LEAP - THE LEADERSHIP LEAP - Why you Why you 
need to un-learn and re-learnneed to un-learn and re-learn

ON THE LEADERSHIP LEAP JOURNEY KAMAL WILL EXPLORE:

The 7 Principals of Leadership to un-learn

The new principals of Leadership

How to build Leadership that inspires people to follow

How to transform people, culture and results through Leadership

Identifying and closing the gap between management and leadership

This presentation is designed to be customised as a keynote and/or workshop to 

your industry, leaders, managers and teams



We all face challenges, constant demands on our time, complex decisions and personalities.  

How resilient are your people and teams when it comes to responding to such challenges? 

Organisational and personal resilience are 2 of the most powerful traits you can develop in 

response to the work of today and tomorrow.   

Resilience is one of the keys to high performance work and environment. If we can meet our 

challenges with the right mindset and skills our well-being and results will flourish. By clearing 

your mind of repetitive, unhelpful thoughts you can improve your ability to make good 

decisions.  And when you learn how to manage stress and maintain clarity in any 

situation you positively impact your own life and that of those around you. 

Kamal has more than 20 years experience helping people develop one 

of their most precious assets – the mind.  As the author of Mental 

Resilience – The Power of Clarity - How to develop the focus 

of a warrior and focus of a monk  Kamal draws on his 

personal experience as a monk and corporate 

professional  Kamal will help your  leaders and 

teams to facilitate a new level of growth, 

resilience and psychological safety.

DURING THIS SESSION KAMAL WILL UNPACK:

How to develop personal and professional resilience

When faced with challenges and change how do we build resilient people 

and organisations

How to maintain focus and clarity to make better decisions

Tools to sustain your resilience and improve your results 

How to create a culture of resilience and psychological safety

RESILIENCE - RESILIENCE - Develop the Focus of Develop the Focus of 
a Warrior and the Clarity of a Monka Warrior and the Clarity of a Monk



Are you in charge of sculpting your mind? Or is your mind being hacked? Digital 

transformation has been revolutionary. It has given humans the ability to consume 

whatever and whenever they chose to.  We are now entertained endlessly, more 

informed and constantly stimulated.  As a species, our tools have evolved from the 

simple hand axe, to the always-in-the-palm-of-your-hand phone.

We are aware of digital disruption, digital Darwinism and the impact that technology 

can have on our lives. However, our carbon brains do not change at the same rate 

as silicon digital devices. Without truly understanding the impacts that technology 

has on our minds, we are powerless against our minds being hacked. 

This ‘hacking’ can lead to digital distraction and ultimately, 

digital depletion.

To make sure organisations, teams and 

individuals can perform in a digitally 

transformed world, we must be able to 

use technology in a beneficial way, 

sculpting our minds and remaining 

digitally resilient.

DIGITAL RESILIENCE - DIGITAL RESILIENCE - Thriving Thriving 
in a digitally transforming worldin a digitally transforming world

IN THIS SESSION, KAMAL SARMA WILL COVER:

How we as an analogue species, need to shift our mindset and behaviours 

to thrive in a digital world

How to master digital productivity and recognise digital addictions.

How to curb digital distractions to avoid depletion

How to debug our minds once they have been ‘hacked’

How to lead your-self to be able to lead digital transformation in your business

This presentation is designed to be customised as a keynote and/or workshop to your 

industry, leaders, managers and teams




